NSW Museum Project
CASE STUDY

When three of the oldest, most reputable museums
in Australia require customised storage options to
help store their wide range of Australian Artefacts, we
couldn't be happier! Not only did the project allow us
to show off our Australian made product, but has also
provided the perfect customised storage solutions to
safely store and preserve thousands of historical objects.
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BRIEFING
In a joint venture, three of the oldest, most reputable NSW museums collaborated to share facilities in Castle
Hill, New South Wales to store, protect and display the items under their possession. Participating museums
included: The Powerhouse Museum, the Australian Museum and Sydney Living Museum. The project was put
out to government tender in September 2015, based on a spec written by JPA&D Architecture and Design. APC
won the tender on the basis of our competitive pricing; as well as our proven experience and capability.
CHALLENGE
Hundreds of thousands of items that needed to be stored and displayed on each of the buildings three floors,
sized at 3000 square meters. Items covered zoological and biological specimens from natural history; man
made artifacts from ancient and contemporary history; as well as artifacts specifically sourced from Australian
history. A lot of these items were very fragile and expensive. Some were even priceless. The curators had a vision
of how they wanted the new storage space to work and needed APC to realise that vision.
SOLUTION
APC offered not just a way of storing these items - but of helping to protect and care for them. The project
was planned over a 9 month period starting in March 2016. Installation was carried out on all three floors
simultaneously. A combination of Aislesaver, Uni-Span Long Span Shelving, Pallet Racking, Cantilever Racking,
and Coolroom Shelving were incorporated as part of the full storage solution, which required thousands of
customised drawers and trays; and hundreds of lineal meters of mobile and fixed shelving.
RESULT
APC was successful with the roll-out of this massive, once-in-a-lifetime project. All three museums, the
architects and builders were satisfied the vision was realised. The project remained within budget constraints
and clear communication was maintained at all times between the relevant stakeholders. The Australian
public now have a great facility where they can view the wonderful, rare collection of the new facility called the
Museum Discovery Centre (MDC).

Display Shelving
AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM (FLOOR 3)

With so many various items to be stored, APC designed a custom 4000mm
high Steel Track Aislesaver including a fixed Display Shelving area fitted
with glass doors. This system now proudly houses birds, mammals,
insects, fossils, shells, corals, antiques and antiquities in shelving, and pull
out trays and drawers.

Custom Spear Storage
AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM (FLOOR 3)

It’s function. To house over 25000 spears up to 4m long in pull out
drawers. Using APC Steel-Track Mechanical (Ezi-Drive) Aislesaver.

Custom Adjustable
Art Rack
AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM (FLOOR 3)

To store artwork of greatly varying sizes, this 4000mm High adjustable
mobile shelving unit provides a convenient and safe method for the
storage of any kind of artwork.

Ezi-Drive Aislesaver®
POWERHOUSE MUSEUM - MAAS (FLOOR 1)

The APC Aislesaver (Mobile shelving system) is the most efficient high
density file storage option. To allow the most storage potential with
room for growth, the general and miscellaneous storage area therefore
required the APC Ezi-Drive Aislesaver on a Steel Track (Mechanical Mobile
Shelving System).

Uni-Span® Shelving
SYDNEY LIVING MUSEUM (FLOOR 2)

To house significant furniture items relating to Australian History. APC
provided Pallet Racking and Long-span Shelving with Marine Plywood
Decking, this allowed for a large range of different sized furniture to be
displayed safely.

Custom Plan Cabinets
POWERHOUSE MUSEUM - MAAS (FLOOR 2)

Storage of models, paper and plans required a combination of standard
and customised Plan Cabinets, and APC Uni-Span® with steel shelves and
finishing panels.

Uni-Span Aislesaver®
AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM (FLOOR 3)

APC Custom 4000mm high Uni-Span Shelving was designed to suit a
Steel Track Aislesaver (Mobile Shelving System). It’s function? Storage of
large and awkward items / specimens. Large animal mounts, whale skulls
and bones to name a few.

Archive Storage

POWERHOUSE MUSEUM - MAAS (FLOOR 2)
The archive storage area required the optimum storage system to make
the most out of what limited space they had available. Due to this a
combination of an Ezi-Drive Aislesaver (Mechanically assisted Mobile
Shelving System) and Uni-Span Shelving (with Steel shelves and finishing
panels) were the perfect answer, providing robust and secure storage.

Uni-Span® Shelving
POWERHOUSE MUSEUM -MAAS (FLOOR 2)

APC Uni-Span Shelving provides a heavy duty alternative to the standard
steel shelving. With the extra carrying capacity and larger storage space,
our shelving system provided the perfect storage solution.

Custom Designed
Textile Drawer Units
POWERHOUSE MUSEUM - MAAS (FLOOR 1 & 2)

APC designed Textile Drawer Units to be able to store historical clothing
and textile items from Australian History. By doing so, the customised
unit will be able to preserve the clothing, whilst providing a convenient
display option, with each drawer being completely retractable, showing
the contents of each drawer without any effort.
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